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JOHN MICHAEL WALKER: On the Nature of Collaboration (Under the direction of Dr. Jos 
Milton) 
 The senior recital is in and of itself a Capstone project in the Department of Music—a 
culmination of one’s undergraduate years. Preparation of such a program, especially a 
collaborative recital with a peer, demands much of a voice student’s attention. However, the 
nature of this preparation is a relative unknown among the non-musical spaces of academia.   
 Presented with an opportunity to develop my senior recital with Brittany Parry, a student 
of the new Master of Music in Collaborative Piano, I chose to reflect upon our novelty recital 
experience in this Capstone paper. The energy we devoted to our rehearsals and coachings 
proved that, even amid the COVID-19 pandemic, musical growth and artistic development can 
continue. Via a conversation with Adrienne Park, dozens of sessions with Brittany, and countless 
hours poring over musical scores, I gained a new perspective of collaborative music making that 
will inform the preparation of my future musical endeavors.  
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 For successful completion of a Bachelor of Music in Vocal Performance, a student must 
complete an hour-long senior recital, featuring sufficiently-difficult repertoire in each of the 
following languages: English, French, German, and Italian. Our entire undergraduate experience 
leads to this moment. Four years of studio lessons, at least three years of opera, at least two years 
of coaching, and a minimum of two language requirements dominate voice students’ schedules, 
further crammed by a year of music history instruction and three years of music theory. Amid the 
chaos of music requirements hogging attention away from the similarly required general 
education classes, the senior recital looms in the distant future—too distant to conjure until one 
notice just how rapidly it is approaching.  
 Voice students have a brief glimpse at their fate in the form of a junior recital, a half-hour 
recital performed in the Spring semester of the 300-level voice studio class. My first peek into 
the senior recital came earlier, though. My freshman year, I sat in a 100-level music survey class 
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next to a lone senior who unfortunately waited until her final semester to enroll in it. For every 
class session, she had two binders: one for class notes and one filled to the brim with sheet music 
for her senior recital. She would lay her note binder on the desk and her voice binder in her lap, 
relentlessly drilling song texts under her breath while I was busy hearing Stravinsky’s The Rite of 
Spring for the first time. How naive I was to think that she was being dramatic. “How could she 
be studying her music in the middle of class—is it truly that crucial?” 
 Two years later, I was busy preparing for my junior recital, that fated first chance to 
preform a program of solo repertoire. I was looking forward to Spring Break, a chance for school 
to calm down so that I could bury my nose in my own voice binder. But we never came back 
from Spring Break. The situation with the coronavirus had escalated to school closures. The 
opera was cancelled. I remember being grateful, because my junior recital had commanded so 
much attention away from everything else, but it, too, was cancelled just the same. Spring melted 
into summer painfully in our first bout with the Zoom platform, a pandemic in and of itself. I was 
told that I would make up my recital in the Fall semester. More time to prepare, I thought, then 
back to business as usual. How naive I still was.  
 My junior recital music floated in my mind until I was able to sing it in September 2020, 
in masked collaboration with Professor Johnston. Protocols at this point allowed two audience 
members, one being my voice instructor Dr. Milton and my roommate Korynn. I live-streamed 
on Twitch for my family and friends, one of many experiences to be robbed by COVID-19. It is 
difficult to put myself back there mentally—as I anticipate to find difficult about this entire year 
after we come out of this pandemic entirely—in a time before a vaccine, before the President 
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was not actively spreading misinformation, when any venture into public was risking contraction 
of a mysterious, deadly virus.  
 We learned to cope, and we adapted, and things began to look up. In November 2020, we 
received news that a vaccine had passed clinical trials. It became available to the public shortly 
after, and my most vulnerable family members were able to access it. Months of worrying about 
the dual-headed snake of the 2020 Election and the coronavirus pandemic gave way to yet 
another anxiety-inducing reality: I still have to perform a senior recital.  
 Pandemic fatigue had likely built up among the music faculty, too, especially Professor 
Johnston, our lone vocal coach who was set to play ten recitals, including eight senior recitals, 
for the Vocal Area in Spring 2021. A convenient oversight actually presented an opportunity to 
relieve some of her workload: a brand-new degree program, the Master of Music in 
Collaborative Piano, necessitated that its enrolled students must perform with a vocalist on a 
recital in their first year. The only way to make this happen without overwhelming a voice 
student with only more repertoire was to do a collaborative recital, permitting a voice student and 
collaborative piano student to kill two birds with one stone, in effect, by working together. When 
I was offered this unique experience—I had never sung with a peer on the piano, only Professor 
Johnston—I leapt at the opportunity. With so much excitement surrounding my senior year that 
was being swept away by a pandemic, here was a chance to do something special, something 
never before done at the University of Mississippi.  
 Thus, I was paired with Brittany Parry, a first-year graduate student. We had had a class 
together the previous semester, ironically Professor Johnston’s graduate diction course. Even 
more ironically, she had once said she would enjoy playing for me when giving feedback on one 
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my performances for class. But other than that, neither of us knew the other much more than we 
knew all the work that would go into preparing for this collaborative recital.  
 I write this Capstone paper as a reflection upon our preparation, a memoir-style testament 
to the exhaustive work behind every performance, and a glimpse into the world of music-making 
at a university. 
ix
-1- 
A Chat with Adrienne Park, piano 
 In the production of my senior recital, through numerous coaching sessions with Brittany 
and Professor Johnston, I realized just how little I understood about the nature of collaborative 
piano. Collaborative pianists are musicians with keen senses, equipped not only with sharp ears 
and eyes but also with refined musical intuition.  
 To gain some insight into this unique skillset, I met with Adrienne Park, a faculty pianist 
in the Music Department who has spent much of her expansive career working with other 
musicians. Her previous experience includes a 6-year artist residency at the Banff Centre in 
Alberta, Canada, during which she made it her mission to assist young artists in their personal 
goals through her collaborative skills. In addition to her faculty position at Ole Miss, she teaches 
private piano lessons to young students and also performs with the Memphis Symphony 
Orchestra as the principal piano, celeste, and keyboards—a position she has held since 2004.  
 Sitting down via Zoom to chat with Ms. Park was so interesting as someone who has 
been on the other end of collaborative piano for so many years. We wasted no time getting right 
to the hard question—what is it exactly that collaborative pianists do? I confessed that, when I 
first came to sing at Ole Miss, I was told that Professor Johnston would accompany me at my 
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audition, so in that moment, she was my accompanist. My freshman year, before I had gotten the 
chance to work with her, I had no clue why collaborative pianist was her preferred title. What is 
that collaborative pianists do that accompanist fails to cover?  
 Ms. Park responded:  
“In my mind, if I were in Professor Johnston’s shoes, walking into an audition situation, I 
would think of myself, personally, as a collaborative pianist playing auditions. So in my 
mind, I would not be walking in there [thinking], ‘I’m about to accompany twenty people 
. . .’ I would just be [thinking], ‘I’m making music together, whether I’m handed the 
piece to sight read or not.’” 
 Ms. Park has collaborated with many musicians at nearly every point in her life. While 
she was winning state and regional titles as a high school pianist, making it even to the national 
level, she was playing with Ole Miss undergraduate students in their lessons—what she calls the 
beginning of her collaborative career. “I just loved it. I really, really loved it,” she says. She 
played for cellists and violinists during her undergraduate degree, and as a part of her Masters 
degree, she performed “Apparition” by George Crumb, a song cycle for piano and (in this case) 
mezzo-soprano. These experiences, she contends, “enriched” her performances as a soloist, even.  
 Regardless of context, be it a concerto with the Memphis Symphony Orchestra or a group 
of twenty undergraduate auditions, Ms. Park plays for the integrity of the music. She plays with 
artistry, incorporating her knowledge of composers’ style and intent, to produce art. When 
working with students, as she often is, she is aiming to instill this deep understanding of music 
through her collaboration. When she plays with singers, she learns the vocal line—including the 
words, which are often not in English. When she plays with instrumentalists, she asks them to 
add words for especially powerful sections, so that they may reach a mutual understanding of the 
composer’s intent.  
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 A shared musical understanding on the fundamental level of the piece is the absolute 
minimum for collaboration. This includes notes, rhythms, tempi. Without a conductor, one must 
have the assurance that one’s collaborators know their music well enough to keep it together. 
What truly makes the performance, though, is not playing the right notes; it is the artistic 
decision-making process established through collaboration. A discussion about the poetry, a 
question of character, an agreement on where to breathe—these all elevate music from black dots 
on a page into a moving experience. Collaboration is a team effort, and it changes with each 
person, even if she has played the piece countless times before. Ms. Park tells me, “We are doing 
it (music-making) together. Hopefully, when you have a wonderful, collaborative, working 
relationship, the end result is magic!” On the word “magic,” her eyes widen.  
 As I alluded to earlier, there are growing pains associated with collaboration, especially 
in the university setting. Students who come into school never having worked with a 
collaborative pianist often struggle to provide him or her the support they need, like actually 
giving them the music ahead of time. “We are people, too!” Ms. Park exclaims; they are not 
piano machines. Lack of awareness among students in to regards to what is happening when 
rehearsing with a collaborative pianist can lead to program posters that say “assisted by Adrienne 
Park,” “accompanied by Adrienne Park,” “with Adrienne Park”. Knowing all that Ms. Park does, 
this verbiage is short-selling. “Lexicon is important!” Ms. Park contends. But she makes it clear, 
“No matter what the label is, my goal is to sing through my instrument.”   
 I call this meeting a chat—really, we spoke for nearly an hour without even intending to 
do so. I found her approach to music-making to be so fascinating, and her passion for 
collaboration rang clearly, even through my laptop speakers. She is excited for Brittany and I to 
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perform together, an opportunity that has arisen solely from the recent introduction of the 
graduate collaborative piano degree. After learning about Ms. Park’s own beginnings, I see now 
that this is my first step into this world of solo singing/collaborative music-making. This recital 
is a chance to build my toolkit, gain real world practice, and look ahead toward a career. At the 
end of our talk, Ms. Park urges me to look ahead: “Think about the possibilities when you get out 
and start concertizing, and looking for your own collaborative pianists, and then eventually 




 Brittany and I had yet to meet since her assignment as my collaborative pianist. However, 
a meeting was much needed before our first rehearsal of Francis Poulenc’s Cocardes. Set to the 
poetry of Jean Cocteau, this song cycle explores Cocteau’s childhood memories of Paris. The 
poems seem to be gibberish, just a collection of random words into poetry. Investigating beyond 
a poem’s first-reading, though, is essential for an effective performance of mélodie—or any art 
song, for that matter.  
               Miel de Narbonne                                             Honey of Narbonne 
Use ton coeur. Les clowns fleurissent du 
      crottin d’or. 
Dormir! Un coup d'orteil: on vole. 
Volez-vous jouer avec moa? 
Moabite, dame de la croix-bleue. Caravane. 
Vanille. Poivre. Confitures de tamarin. 
Marin, cou, le pompon, moustaches,  
      mandoline. 
Linoléum en trompe-l'oeil. Merci. 
CINÉMA, nouvelle muse. 
Use your heart. The clowns flourish on  
      golden manure.  
To sleep! A kick of the toe; one flies. 
Will you play with me? 
Moabite, lady of the blue cross. Caravan.  
Vanilla. Pepper. Tamarind jam. 
Sailor, neck, pompon, moustaches,  
     mandoline.  
Deceptive linoleum. Thanks. 
Cinema, new muse. 
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            Bonne d’enfant                                                     Children’s Nurse 
           Enfant de troupe                                                 Child of the Troupe 
 A poetic quirk, which only underscores the eccentricity of Cocardes, is that the final 
syllable of each line becomes the beginning syllable of the subsequent line. For example, in Miel 
de Narbonne, the first phrase ends “crottin d’or”, which precedes “Dormir!” in line 3. “D’or” 
constitutes the first syllable of “dormir,” though the words are not etymologically related—
meaning “of gold” and “to sleep,” respectively. The names of the songs within the cycle follow 
this same pattern: Miel de Narbonne, Bonne d’enfant, Enfant de troupe. Jean Cocteau’s stringing 
Técla: notre âge d’or. Pipe, Carnot,  
     Joffre. 
J’offre à toute personne ayant des  
     nevralgies . . .  
Girafe. Noce. Un bonjour de  
     Gustave.  
Ave Maria de Gounod,  
     Rosière,  
Air de Mayol, Touring-Club,  
     Phonographe.  
Affiche, crime en couleurs. Piano     
     méchanique,  
Nick Carter; c’est du joli! 
Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité.  
Tecla: our golden age. Pipe, Carnot,  
     Joffre. 
I offer to everybody who has  
     neuralgia . . .  
Giraffe. Wedding. A good day from  
     Gustave.  
Ave Maria by Gounod, 
     Queen of the village, 
Air by Mayol, Touring-Club, 
     phonograph.  
Poster, crime in colours. Mechanical  
     piano,  
Nick Carter; that’s a nice thing! 
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. 
Morceau pour piston seul, polka. 
Caramels mous, bonbons acidulés,  
     pastille de menthe. 
ENTR’ACTE. L’odeur en sabots. 
Beau gibier de satin tué par le 
    tambour.  
Hambourg, Bock, Sirop de  
     framboise 
Oiseleur de ses propre mains.  
Intermède; uniforme bleu. 
La trapèze encense la mort. 
Piece for solo cornet, polka.  
Soft caramels, acid drops,  
     mint pastilles. 
ENTR’ACTE. The smell in sabots.  
Fine game bird of satin killed by the  
     drum. 
Hamburg, beer glass, syrup of 
     raspberries.  
Bird-catcher by his own hands. 
Interlude; blue uniform. 
The trapeze incenses death. 
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of syllables between lines ties together the seemingly random descriptions in the text—in 
addition being a handy tool for memorization.  
 To unify our poetic interpretation, Brittany and I met over FaceTime to do a session of 
joint research. We dissected each song and researched the phrases, even once translated, that 
needed clarification. We found that Carnot and Joffre were references to World War I, a 
battleship and general respectively. Técla is a saint, but in context we thought it more likely was 
a reference to a Parisian jeweler that was open during the time of Cocteau’s youth. Bonne 
d’enfant later references Nick Carter, a popular American detective serial, and an “air” or song 
by Mayol likely refers to Felix Mayol, a popular French singer and entertainer. It is not often that 
art song repertoire references pop culture in this way—by setting these poems by Jean Cocteau, 
Poulenc was setting himself apart from the French school of song. Likewise, we as the 
performers are given liberty to be more experimental in our interpretation.  
 For our first rehearsal, Brittany and I met in Nutt Auditorium against a far wall, with her 
at an upright piano and me at a music stand—both masked up and nine feet away. Preparing for a 
collaborative recital during a pandemic means that you seize any rehearsal space you can find. 
Most spaces in the Music Department are booked, and with protocols in place, I cannot just sing 
wherever I please considering required the thirty minutes of airing out the room .  
 We started our rehearsal by talking through anticipated problem spots in Miel de 
Narbonne. The piece is rife with double bar lines and fermatas, and without a conductor, it is up 
to the performers to dictate tempi and entrances for themselves. In general, the impetus typically 
falls to either the singer or the pianist to lead the other in entrances. We decided to start our 
rehearsal at the end of the piece: not only is there a dramatic tempo and style change, there is a 
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treacherous page turn. And the entire last page has Poulenc at his most Poulenc, with absolute 
control over the piece’s interpretation. Every two measures features a new marking—pressez un 
peu (little bit faster), subito vite (suddenly lively), subito très lent (suddenly very slow), modéré 
(moderate tempo), and tres lent (very slow), all of this over eight measures in that order.  
 Our first joint coaching with Professor Johnston was illuminating in regard to our 
struggles with this piece. All the work Brittany and I had done on the last page missed a 
prominent “reset” moment where there is a fermata, or hold, over a double bar line on the first 
page. Silence amid a piece is disorienting to say the least for a collaboration; there is no 
momentum to keep the piece moving forward; thus, we are forced to reset the music making. The 
burden falls on me as the singer in this particular spot, entering with Brittany on the downbeat 
after the silence has passed. Professor Johnston explained that, especially when masked, there is 
very little indication to my collaborative pianist as to when I decide to enter. She dictates, “We 
are going to have to rely on your inhalation to tip [Brittany] off.” This breath, in the intended 
tempo, allows Brittany to meet me with her line as I enter.  
 For the devilish last page I discussed earlier, Brittany is the one who must tip me off. On 
that page turn, the tempo hastens, and I have to be ready to enter—not just mentally ready, but 
physically ready with a good breath and sense of groundedness to support my lower range. 
Brittany, then, must not only change her articulation and left-hand/right-hand balance, but also 
she must breathe! As a singer who has been spoiled in a way by always performing with 
Professor Johnston, my coach, I had never stopped to think about all that a collaborative pianist 
must do to support a singer’s performance. This is but one example of why many collaborative 
pianists advocate for such a title; “accompanist” does not do their collaborative art justice.  
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 Luckily for Brittany and I, Poulenc did not write the whole song cycle as neurotically as 
Miel de Narbonne. Songs two (Bonne d’enfant) and three (Enfant de troupe) are mostly 
straightforward—especially number two, which spares us of any true “reset” moments. “Enfant 
de troupe” has a singer-led reset in which I know to employ the same strategy as we used in 
“Miel de Narbonne”.  
 Brittany and I anticipate Cocardes to be our ultimate collaborative challenge. What I have 
written is just a glimpse as to why Professor Johnston urged us to begin our work together on this 
set. Poulenc writes with such control over his music, even beyond the grave, and this means that 
the singers must respectfully heed his instruction for the most effective production of this work. I 
anticipate that our subsequent rehearsals of this piece will only produce more nuanced and 




 Brittany and I were excited to tackle Schumann’s Liederkreis, op. 39, a crown jewel of 
Lieder, the German art song tradition. Especially after working on Cocardes, we were eager to 
work on something more standard than Poulenc. Schumann seems to have had the last laugh, 
though, as this set has proven to be our most difficult collaborative effort yet. Within songs that 
seem easy, like no. 1 In der Fremde, there are challenges in both the vocal and piano lines where 
teamwork is the only way to make “magic”, as Ms. Park would put it.  
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 For example, a phrase in In der Fremde that is notorious for giving singers trouble 
appears on the second page (pictured above). The phrase is not particularly challenging in any 
technical sense—not high or low or angular—rather, it is a test of breath. When I coached this 
piece with Professor Johnston alone, she applauded my determination to sing it in one breath, but 
I would peter out near the end, just short of the finish line. 
 Luckily, collaborative pianists can help in situations like this. When I was meeting for 
rehearsal with Brittany, she said that for her, trying to help me get through this particular phrase 
is the trickiest part of In der Fremde. She had already anticipated this long phrase being a 
challenge, and as such, she made the decision to speed up the tempo as soon as I start singing it. 
Brittany explains that an accelerando works in this context because she can return to our original 
tempo in the half measure of music before the next section. “It’s as if it never happened!” The 
rest of the piece is relatively straight-forward, both musically and poetically. It serves as a way to 
ease us into the most difficult music we have on the program, no. 2 Intermezzo.  
 The most disconcerting aspect of Liederkreis’s Intermezzo, especially as a singer, is that 
the piano rarely plays on the downbeat of the measure. Rather, the piano largely plays notes in 
syncopation, meaning that rhythmic accents occur where they normally would not. This leaves 
the rhythmic impetus to the singer, who must hone into the “big beats” implied but rarely 
articulated by the piano. When so much of singing is related to a feeling of being grounded, this 
particular piano line presents uneven terrain to master.  
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 The above image is of the beginning of the piece. As you can see in the bottom line of the 
piano part, there is a 16th rest where a note appears in later measures. That rest is what causes 
singers anxiety—only Brittany’s breath can cue me as to where beat 1 should fall. Our 
collaborative effort must succeed here. I am counting on Brittany to breathe such that I have 
assurance enough to prepare for my entrance, and likewise is she counting on me to line up with 
her at “Bild-” on beat 1 of measure 2.  
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 Another problem area is pictured on the previous page. In the first measure shown, I have 
a cleanly divided measure. This lets me center myself within the tempo Brittany and I have 
created; however, my sense of ease is quickly erased by her line, which begins to obfuscate each 
subsequent measure’s down beat (observe the ties on the last note of the measure carried over the 
bar line). Syncopation here propels the piece through the marking nach und nach scneller und 
scheller, meaning to gradually accelerate, but it also requires that Brittany and I hone into the 
tempo as we reach our desired speed.  
 Despite all preparation, if there is one moment in my recital that could fly off the rails, it 
would be this passage. Anxiety while performing is a very real phenomenon that must be 
acknowledged, even if it cannot be entirely accounted for. Relaxing myself with reminders of my 
preparation helps, but the reality is that nerves trump all—especially when you are confronted 
with music in which instability is inherent. At our dress rehearsal, Brittany managed to salvage 
our performance as I got off track by a 16th note. At least in the event of a mishap, collaboration 




 From my lifetime of performance experience, I can testify that in the production of any 
program, there comes a point where steady progress ceases to be enough: crunch time. With the 
mounting pressure of an upcoming concert, frantic preparation typically ensues. Mine and 
Brittany’s recital is no exception.  
 Our approach to the 50-odd minutes of music had been to tackle the most difficult 
collaborative sets first, Poulenc’s Cocardes and Schumann’s Liederkreis. We knew, as did 
Professor Johnston, that those two song cycles would demand the majority of our time and effort; 
my prior chapters on these sets may have illuminated you to their numerous challenges. 
Cocardes demanded trust in each other as collaborative partners, that one could cue the other 
with a breath in the many stops and starts built in to each piece. Liederkreis challenged Brittany 
and I to the fullest extent of our musicianship in its pianistic line and exhaustive phrasing—not to 
mention the dreaded Intermezzo or the deceptively challenging Mondnacht that rounded out my 
Schumann selections.  
 However, every piece requires rehearsal. Brittany and I are not advanced enough 
musicians, nor are the selections simple enough, to successfully perform the remaining repertoire 
in one attempt. I say this not to knock Brittany and I as musicians, but to sanctify rehearsal as an 
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invaluable space in which mistakes are expected so that they may be corrected. When this sacred 
space is corrupted by the constraints of time, musicians get antsy. Moreover, because of the 
educational nature of this recital, rehearsal must be comprehensive—especially our coachings 
with Professor Johnston, which are limited to one thirty minute session per week. Crunch time, 
noted as an inherent aspect of performance preparation, could in our case serve as a learning 
experience in and of itself: this is the nature of “real world” performance.  
 One week before my dress rehearsal, the following music was still unrehearsed: 
Respighi’s Cinque canti all’antica, three selections of Haydn canzonettas, and an aria with 
recitative from Handel’s Jephtha—over half my recital! And of course, each of these poses its 
own unique challenges, yet each of them require a keen sense of balance between voice and 
piano. We seized upon this shared attribute in our rushed rehearsals of these final pieces.  
 Cinque canti all’antica, or Five Songs of Antiquity, is a fascinating song cycle composed 
in the late Romantic period yet featuring predominantly Baroque and Renaissance styles. In both 
of these eras, the delivery of text is of paramount importance in vocal music. Song two Ma come 
potrei evokes monodic texture through its sparsely accompanied vocal line, while the closing 
song, an aria from Respighi’s first opera, harkens back to Baroque opera via a thin orchestral 
reduction, stemming from a Baroque-esque orchestra in the opera’s original scoring. Brittany 
must be wary of her sustain pedal use in Cinque canti: too little and the sense of horizontal 
phrasing is lost, too much and the text is drowned out by the piano’s ring.  
 The Handel recitative “Deeper, and deeper still” is decidedly odd in comparison to his 
previous works, and this disparity could be attributed to his writing of Jephtha at the end of his 
life. Composers typically experience a new phase of compositional output in their later years—
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Beethoven is notable for this, too. “Deeper, and deeper still” is a long recitative, nearly four 
minutes in length, longer than the aria it precedes. The accompaniment, similar to the last 
Respighi aria, has been reduced from orchestration into a piano score, and interestingly mixes 
sections of secco into the greater accompagnato style. Accompagnato or accompanied recitative 
has a song-like relationship between the vocal line and the instrumentation, while secco or dry 
recitative has a comparatively more detached relationship, in which the orchestra has sparse, less 
melodic music. Because text delivery is the raison d’être of recitative, Brittany must employ a 
similar approach as she utilizes in the Respighi—less pedal, more transparent. The subsequent 
aria “Waft her, angels” has similar demands of the piano. While my vocal line features delicate, 
melismatic passages, the piano part is a reduction of full orchestration; if she were to sustain 
chords with the pedal, we would compromise our sense of balance. A nine foot Steinway has 
much more power than my light lyric voice.  
 Our final set, three Haydn canzonettas, poses yet another opportunity for Brittany and I to 
investigate the requirements of historical performance practices. Haydn is the quintessential 
classical era composer, known for his tuneful melodies and especially his mastery of both the 
symphony and string quartet. These songs hail from the second of his two books of English 
canzonettas, which were written during his famed London residency near the end of his life. 
Haydn is not particularly known for his vocal works for a reason: these songs are odd. Most 
pressing for Brittany and I’s collaborative effort is the pianistic nature of the songs. Her part 
could easily be an orchestral reduction of one of his symphonies, or a solo piano sonata. The 
overarching theme of wise pedal use continues here. My clear, crisp delivery of the text must be 
supported by a similarly clear, crisp piano line. It it important to note here that the modern piano 
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was not invented when these were written; one must imagine the older pianoforte, which was 
softer and had less sustaining power. For these listed reasons, this set in particular causes 
Brittany much anxiety.  
 Writing this chapter after my recital—ironically enough in my own crunch—I can say 
that, despite our worries, Brittany and I were successful, especially considering the lack of time 
and want of guidance we had prior to that final week. It goes to show that we had learned much 
over the course of this semester. When precious preparation and Professor Johnston’s invaluable 
input were cut short, we had to rely on our collaborative relationship and our individual 




Dress Rehearsal & Recital 
 Preparation serves rehearsal like water serves a garden: there is no product without it. 
Music does not flourish when starved of preparation, and neither does collaboration. It is the life 
blood of progress in repertoire (and of keeping your professors sane). Brittany and I had worked 
hard all semester, both of us prepared for every rehearsal, even when it was just us two in a 
hastily-booked classroom running through music. We honored each other with the respect of our 
personal preparation. Even with the stress of the big crunch in the final week before our dress 
rehearsal, we each felt very prepared. Our professors had reminded us of this fact; they had 
utmost faith in our success. Being the ones actually on stage performing makes it hard to see 
that.  
 Our dress rehearsal on April 6th came at a weary time in the semester. Feeling the effects 
of a non-existent Spring Break and, thus, a work-filled Easter weekend, Brittany and I were 
running on fumes that Tuesday morning. Nevertheless, dress rehearsals are essential in the 
preparation of a performance. Musicians need to get a sense of how the program flows, to make 
the most of a low-stakes environment to make mistakes before the real thing. Our audience was 
as follows: my voice instructor Dr. Milton, her piano instructor (and gracious page-turner) Ms. 
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Park, and our coach Professor Johnston. We walked out from the stage-right wing of Nutt 
Auditorium as our first part of an hour-long musical diagnostic exam from our musical 
physicians.  
 The program order was not the order we prepared the music. We open with the Handel 
recitative and aria, followed by the Poulenc Cocardes, and then the Respighi Cinque canti 
all’antica. Vocally, leading with the aria is wise to ensure that I have my freshest voice. Arias are 
the ultimate vocal test, typically necessitating more advanced vocal techniques than a typical art 
song. My challenge here is the melismatic lines,d whereas Brittany’s challenge is maintaining the 
texture. Keep in mind, Brittany and I had not had the opportunity to coach my aria with 
Professor Johnston; thus, our balance was way off. Feeling overpowered by the ringing, heavily-
pedaled piano, my long melismas were bogged down with unconscious vocal strain I felt as soon 
as I began phonating. After the dress, Dr. Milton would note my stiff performance of the 
dramatic recitative and my strange stance he blames on having strictly Zoom lessons since the 
start of the pandemic. A compromised stance only multiplied my vocal problems—such is the 
nature of the vocal instrument.  
 Per Dr. Milton, Cocardes was stunning at our dress rehearsal, and Professor Johnston—in 
addition to her constructive notes—said our collaboration was excellent, a big compliment 
coming from such a master of collaborative piano. We had spent the most time working on 
Cocardes, and everything seemed to click at our dress rehearsal, even without having rehearsed 
it recently. It felt so rewarding to showcase the fruits of our labor at our dress rehearsal—and to 
tick off a whole set off our “worry list” after working so hard on it.  
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 Cinque canti all’antica quickly hushed our celebration backstage. We did succeed in our 
idea to get my first pitch of the first song backstage, a risky maneuver that has the high payoff of 
surprising the audience in our synchronized entrance. However, in Ma come potrei, the second, 
more exposed piece, I sang consistently under-pitch. Descending lines over sparse 
accompaniment require utmost care to stay “on top” of the pitch, in singer terminology. Natural 
tendency wants to let the pitch fall with the line; this must be avoided in our actual recital, 
though. In the fourth song Bella porta di rubini, I completely blanked on the first verse. Brittany 
only has a single note before I enter, meaning I must prepare mentally to enter before she even 
plays. She played the piano part of the entire first verse before I caught her eye and gestured to 
start the piece over. Once I entered properly, the words were no issue; it is just a matter of mental 
readiness. Dr. Milton asked if we had made that decision to let her play before I entered. No, 
unfortunately not!  
 Fortunately, we have an intermission after Cinque canti before we tackle the last two sets, 
Liederkreis and the Haydn canzonettas. I was nervous about Liederkreis; Brittany was nervous 
about Haydn. And the pieces scored points against us that morning. In the heavily syncopated 
passage of the “Intermezzo,” I entered a sixteenth note early, despite all my independent practice 
of that line. As I wrote in my Liederkreis section, preparation does not always guarantee success, 
especially when anxiety is at play. Brittany succumbed to similar nerves in the Haydn set. We 
were a bit defeated at our dress rehearsal’s completion. We joked, “Schumann and Haydn: 1. 
Brittany and JM: 0.”  
  Professor Johnston graciously scheduled an extra coaching for Brittany and I the Friday 
before my Sunday, April 11th, recital. This, in conjunction with mine and Brittany’s Thursday 
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morning rehearsal and afternoon coaching, gave us three more meetings to iron out issues that 
arose in our dress. But out of nowhere, tragedy nearly struck. A firm reminder of our 
circumstance—Brittany called me Thursday morning, the day of two important rehearsals, and 
informed me she had fallen ill with COVID-like symptoms. She had tests done, both a rapid test 
and a proper lab test, but out of an abundance of caution recommended we cancel our Thursday 
meetings. In addition to my worry for my partner’s health, I began to think of the possible 
scenarios that could arise from this situation: (1) she receives negative results in time for our 
Friday meeting, (2) she receives negative results in time for our Sunday recital, or (3) she tests 
positive and we have to reschedule—and she has to battle COVID. Options (2) and (3) 
frightened me, and worse of all, it was all absolutely out of my control.  
 Fortunately, Friday morning, she received her negative COVID test results. She will have 
to push through a dreadful sinus infection, but we were on for our coaching that day. Friday then 
became a designated Haydn clinic. Professor Johnston worked with Brittany in depth in regards 
to style, articulation, and pedaling. After that coaching, Brittany worked with Ms. Park until 9pm 
that evening, and stayed in a practice room until 11pm. I am still amazed by her work ethic, 
persisting through her ailing sinuses in her commitment to a successful recital. Ms. Park agreed 
to unlock the Music Building for us on Saturday morning so that we might make up for lost time, 
and what a transformation both the Haydn and Handel sets had undergone. Seemingly overnight, 
Brittany’s pedal adjustments provided such beautiful, glassy musical textures that helped my 
voice achieve its full expressive potential. She gave me tips on how to clap the Intermezzo 
rhythm that tripped me up in our dress rehearsal, and suddenly, we felt like we were—against all 
odds—in great shape for our recital.  
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 A mental framework that helped me come to peace with my inevitable recital 
performance is acknowledging that it is, in fact, inevitable. It will come, and it will pass. Either I 
could flail in panic at the fact I had to sing an hour’s worth of music entirely from memory, or I 
could lean into the collaborative relationship I had formed with my recital partner over the 
course of this semester. Sunday morning, Brittany texted me, “Happy recital day!!!” I chose the 
latter option. I dedicated that whole day to relaxation tactics, warming up slowly while cleaning 
my house as a sort of meditative practice. I took it easy on the coffee, a diuretic that wicks the 
moisture off my cords. I ate light; I ran my full recital in my head. Brittany and I met an hour 
before my recital’s 5pm start as a sort of insurance policy, but we were ready.  
  Per COVID protocols, our audience could only be 16 people maximum, all of whom 
must be associated with the Department of Music. Setting up my phone to livestream the recital, 
I thought about how nice it would be to have my family here in person, but as my modest 
audience fought baseball traffic and trickled in, I thought differently. I have built up a system of 
professors and peers who are like a family in their own regard. Over my four years of college, 
they have watched me grow as a student, a singer, a citizen scholar, and it was still special to see 
them from the stage, masked and socially distanced, taking in music that Brittany and I worked 
so hard to produce. And reflecting now, having of course made it past the inevitable recital, what 
a success it was.  
 . Our recitative was synchronized, passionate, and moving. The aria “Waft her, angels” 
nearly stumbled before my first entrance when a slip of the finger from Brittany derailed my 
anticipated entrance, leading me to sing “— her, angels, through the skies” as if (in Dr. Milton’s 
words) Handel wrote it that way. In compensation, the tension I would feel on the sustained note 
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after my long melismas was suddenly released. Professor Johnston told Brittany it was the best 
we had performed that set. Cocardes successfully trumped our audience’s expectations: my 
friend Lawson, a music minor, texted me a few hours after my recital concluded that he was still 
thinking about how dazzling it was. Cinque canti all’antica went without a hitch collaboratively, 
but I felt the fatigue of the semester catch up with me. I struggled to resonate consistently in such 
a low part of my voice. Fortunately, the intermission provided a moment of respite. The Music 
Department requires an extended, twenty-minute intermission after thirty minutes of singing, and 
I took this time to sit quietly backstage and recover, both vocally and mentally. Seemingly 
sensing my fatigue, Dr. Milton found me backstage, told me how well it was going, and gave me 
a tip to breathe out on an “s” to relax my vocal cords and their associated muscle groups.  
 Brittany and I prepared ourselves for the last half, shorter than the front end, yet more 
intimidating. The last half of our dress rehearsal still lingered in our minds. She took the 
intermission to get the Haydn back under her fingers, and before walking out stage right to our 
places for Liederkreis, we took a moment to tell each other, “We’ve got this.”  
 In der fremde, song 1, came and went. I took a breath in the middle of the staggeringly 
long phrase, even though Brittany had worked out such a helpful method to assist my singing 
there. Professor Johnston’s advice stuck in my mind: there is no shame in taking a breath if you 
need one. Besides, my focus was on the Intermezzo. Backstage, I told Brittany I devised a plan to 
incorporate her clapping advice on stage. I was going to tap my toe in my shoe subtle enough to 
conceal it from the audience yet deliberate enough that I could sense the syncopation. Of course, 
Schumann came out the victor once more. But when I entered early, Brittany jumped ahead a 
sixteenth note to catch me—no one without prior knowledge of the piece even noticed. 
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Schumann scored one on us in the dress rehearsal, but surely our recovery was worth at least half 
a point.  
 Despite my best efforts to recoup during the intermission, I felt the full brunt of my 
fatigue in the Haydn set. Prior to this recital experience, I had never sung solo for so long. The 
closest analogue being my half-hour junior recital, my nearly doubly-long senior recital loaded 
with difficult repertoire was just as much an exercise in mental and physical fortitude as it was a 
musical event. My breaths became more shallow, my phrasing less nuanced, my mind flying on 
autopilot. However, Brittany—the champ she is—performed a personal best. She had refined the 
particulars of the Haydn set so quickly. I remember little about actually singing three canzonettas 
that afternoon, but I do remember standing there with Brittany behind me, engrossed by her 
playing. Put a tally into her column; she dominated Franz Joseph Haydn in round 2.  
 My livestream is still available to view on my Twitch page, but I have yet to bring myself 
to watch it. Especially when it comes to singing, we are our own harshest critic. I have studied 
this music since January—I know every nook and cranny. Rather than sully my senior voice 
recital, I want to celebrate the collaborative recital Brittany and I performed, the first of its kind 
at the University of Mississippi Department of Music, featuring the hardest music I have ever 
been assigned, rehearsed and performed during a once-a-century pandemic, a triumph of my 
musical development.  
 This experience is one I will reflect upon fondly, and its teachings I will take with me to 
every future performance. That is the nature of learning: it latches onto you like a seedling 
latches onto a bird, transported to new destinations. My collaboration with Brittany has taught 
me that no problem can be solved without anticipation, preparation, and communication; that 
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anxiety is part of any performance, that mistakes are no reason to beat yourself up; that the 
faculty who have guided us to this point deserve as much, if not more, credit than we do; that 
smiling and trying get you far, if not the whole way. I think back to my conversation with Ms. 
Park in early March. Collaboration truly takes two, and when our efforts combine on stage—
there’s magic. I think we made magic that day.  
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